Spectrin changes occur in erythrocytes from patients with Fanconi's anemia and their parents.
Fanconi's anemia (FA) is a clinically and genetically heterogeneous disease which has been hypothesized to be defective in the detoxification of reactive oxygen species. In this work we report the results obtained by morphometric analyses on the red blood cells (RBCs) from FA patients and their parents. We found that a high rate of erythrocytes from both homozygous and heterozygous subjects was significantly altered. RBCs underwent in fact cytoskeleton-dependent modifications, in particular of spectrin molecule, leading to cell shrinking and blebbing. We hypothesize that these changes may be the result of an oxidative imbalance that probably lead to alterations of RBC plasticity- and deformation-associated functions. Moreover, our results also suggest the possibility to identify FA carriers by the existence of RBC abnormalities.